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Y4 visit to Castor, Peterborough – Wednesday 4th May

Dear Parents,
I am delighted to advise you that Y4 have another exciting Creative Curriculum experience to look
forward to. As part of our Ruthless Romans topic, Y4 will be visiting Castor CE Primary School on
Wednesday 4th of May. Castor is a Roman town and, as part of the school’s support from the
Lottery Heritage Fund, they have been able to develop and host guided walks around the
surrounding areas. On the day, children will walk around Roman Castor, crossing fields the
Roman’s actually crossed themselves and will visit archaeological sites where Roman artefacts
have previously been discovered! This visit will teach children about local Roman history and
them the opportunity to understand the importance of discovering our past through archaeology.
This cost of this trip is being fully funded through school.
This visit will take place during the school day, however children will need to arrive promptly on
the playground as usual, as we shall be leaving straight after registration at 8.45am. We aim to
return to school ready for the usual pick up time of 3.15pm on the playground. An approved
adult should be at school waiting to collect your child at 3.15pm unless advised otherwise.
The majority of the day will be spent walking around historical Castor and their fields. Children
will therefore need to be wearing suitable waterproof clothing, shoes and bring with them a coat.
If it is sunny and warm on the day, please provide children with sunscreen.
Please also provide a packed lunch and drink/s (not fizzy please). We will join the children of
Castor Primary School for their lunch at their usual lunchtime. Any child that usually has a school
meal will have a packed lunch provided and we will take this with us.
If you have any queries or questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards,
Miss Kinchin
Y4 Teacher

